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The emergence of universal (i.e. distribution independent), compression techniquesin information theory suggests alternative classi�cation methods which make min-imal assumptions on the nature of the sequences. As such, these techniques, whenproperly designed, are more robust and can be much more appropriate for real worlddata.In this paper we propose an algorithm for agnostic, universal classi�cation of se-quences, when the only underlying assumption is that the sequences can be ap-proximated by some �nite order Markov sources. There are two ingredients to ouralgorithm. The �rst is a statistical similarity measure of sources and the second isa sequence merging algorithm which optimally approximates the possible commonsource of the two sequences. Our similarity measure is motivated by the well known\two sample problem"[Leh59]. A fundamental question in statistics is estimatingthe probability that two given samples originated from the same distribution. Inthe i.i.d. (Bernoulli) case this problem was thoroughly investigated and the optimalstatistical test is given by the sum of the empirical relative entropies between thetwo samples and the most likely common source. We argue that this measure canbe extended for arbitrary order Markov sources and discuss some of its analyticalproperties. It turns out to be a bounded symmetric measure that is most suitablefor hierarchical statistical modeling and classi�cation. The second ingredient of ouralgorithm is a novel and simple technique for \statistical merging" of sequences suchthat the produced sequence is asymptotically a sample of the most likely commonsource of the two sequences, under some technical conditions.The similaritymeasure and the statistical merging algorithmare naturally combinedinto a clustering algorithm for sequences, which we demonstrate by application tohierarchical classi�cation of short (1500 characters) text segments in 12 Europeanlanguages. A more complete analysis of this algorithm, with further applications,will be given elsewhere.2 Measuring similarity of statistical sourcesThe most popular information theoretic discrimination measure for probability dis-tributions over a discrete alphabet � is the Relative Entropy or Kullback-LeiblerDivergence [Kul59], de�ned as:DKL (pjjq) = X�2� p (�) log p (�)q (�) : (1)Whereas the KL-divergence is clearly the natural information theoretic measure ofdistribution dissimilarity, it has some serious theoretical and practical drawbackswhen applied to small �nite samples. It is a non-symmetric and unbounded mea-sure and thus can be used only when the probability distribution q is absolutelycontinuous with respect to p (i.e. q = 0 ) p = 0). The more serious drawback ofthe KL-divergence is its high sensitivity to low probability events under q, whichmakes it di�cult to estimate using small samples, without further assumptions onthe distribution q. The \empirical" KL-divergence can thus be a very unreliableestimate of the true divergence. Moreover, this measure is inappropriate for theobjective of sources' identi�cation based on small sample realization.There is a need for a measure that is not that sensitive to small sample uc-tuations and that attaches similar importance to di�erent subsets of the data.Essentially, DKL [pjjq] measures the asymptotic code ine�ciency when assumingthat the sample's generating distribution is q where it is in fact p. Hence, KL-divergence is more adequate as a penalty for using the incorrect distribution in



coding or in maximum likelihood parameter estimation. The symmetric divergence,i.e. D (p; q) = DKL [pjjq] +DKL [qjjp], proposed already by Je�reys [Jef46], su�ersfrom similar sensitivity and convergence problems, as can be easily veri�ed. Posinga regularity condition, by constraining the probabilities to be "-bounded from zero,for some " > 0, is a common practice that, while reducing the sensitivity problem,introduces an uncontrolled bias.2.1 The \two sample problem"The following fundamental problem is the key to our new similarity measure.[Leh59]Given two independent samples x and y, drawn from unknown sources, what is theprobability that x and y are drawn from the same statistical source?It follows from the method of types [CK81] that the probability that there exists adistribution P̂ such that two samples x and y were independently drawn accordingto P̂ isXP P0 (P ) � Pr (xjP ) �Pr (yjP ) =XP P0 (P ) � 2�(NxDKL[pxjjP ]+NyDKL[py jjP ]);where P0 is a prior over all candidate distributions, px and py are empirical (sample)distributions, and Nx and Ny are the lengths of x and y respectively. For largesamples this sum is dominated by the maximal term, which suggests the followingde�nition of the �-mixture of two stochastic sources.De�nition 1 The �-mixture distribution, M , of the two probability distributionsP and Q is de�ned as:M� = argminM 0 �DKL (P jjM 0) + (1� �)DKL (QjjM 0) :0 � � � 1 is called the mixture ratio or the prior.Due to the convexity of the KL-divergence this minimum is unique and the �-mixture is well de�ned and is given by: M� = �P + (1� �)QThe new similarity measure between distributions naturally follows, as the minimalvalue of the above sum. Namely,De�nition 2 The �-similarity D�(p; q) between two distributions, p (x) and q (x),is D� (p; q) = �DKL �pjjP̂��+ (1� �)DKL �qjjP̂�� 0 � � � 1 ; (2)where P̂� is the �-mixture of p and q.The mixture ratio � is determined by the the two sample sizes, assuming that theyreect the prior \distance" of each sample to the common source. This de�nes ourdiscrimination measure, given any two samples. It should then be compared to athreshold, reecting a natural principle: Discriminate samples only when there issu�cient probability that they came from di�erent sources.The two sample problem can now be resolved by �rst estimating the most likelycommon source of the two samples,P̂ = argminP NxDKL (pxjjP ) +NyDKL (pyjjP ) = Nxpx +NypyNx + Ny ;



then comparing the probability that the samples were indeed generated by P̂ to acon�dence threshold � > 0. That is,P0(P̂ ) � 2�ND�(px;py) > 1� �;with � = NxN .The above notion of the mutual, most likely, common source can be naturallyextended to n samples.2.2 Properties of the D� similarity measureLet p and q be two probability distributions over a sample space 
. The functionD� (p; q) satis�es the following useful properties, which are not di�cult to prove[EFT97, CT91]. Whenever � = 12 , i.e. the two samples are of the same size, we usethe shorthand notation D 12 = D.1. D� is non-negative, symmetric, but not a metric.2. D� (p; q) = 0() p = q ( i.e. pi = qi 8i 2 
)D� (p; q) = 1() p \ q = � ( i.e. pi � qi = 0 8i 2 
)3. For any distribution w over 
,DKL (pjjw) +DKL (qjjw) = 2D� (p; q) + 2DKL�p+ q2 jjw�4. D� (p; q) is convex in both p and q.5. D� (p; q) is related to the entropies of P̂ = �p+ (1� �)q, p and q, viaD� (p; q) = H (�p+ (1� �) q) � (�H (p) + (1� �)H (q))where H (p) = �P pi log pi.6. Relations to L1 norm.14 ln 2 kp� qk21 � D� (p; q) � H (�) � kp� qk1 � 2 [0; 1] :Consequently, 12 ln2 kp � qk21 � D� (p; q) � kp� qk1 ;where H (�) is the binary entropy of (�; 1� �) and kpk1 =Pi jpij.The next propositions hold for any �nite order < K ergodic Markov source over the�nite alphabet � with 
 = ��. The proofs will be given elsewhere[EFT97].Theorem 1 If x and y are two samples of size N independently drawn accordingto the same distribution, then D (PxjjQy)! 0as the sample size N !1, with probability 1.Theorem 2 Given " > 0 and 1 > � > 0, to solve the \two-samples problem" to anaccuracy at least " with con�dence not smaller then 1� �, the sample size, N mustbe of order N > O 1" log 1� + ���K��" log 1"! :



3 Mutual Sources of Markov SequencesIn this section we �rst generalize the notion of the mutual statistical source to �niteorder Markov probability measures. We identify the mutual source of Markoviansequences and show how to construct a typical random sample of the source.More precisely, let x and y be two sequences, generated by the Markov processeswith distributions P and Q, respectively. We present a novel algorithm for thegeneration of a typical sequence of an approximation to the most likely mutualsource of x and y. The algorithm is agnostic with respect to the parameters of truesources P and Q and the computation of the sequence is done directly from thesequences data x and y.There are several possible applications of this sequence merging algorithm. Here wedemonstrate two possible applications, the source merging problem and bottom-upsequence-clustering. These algorithms are di�erent from most existing approachesbecause they directly employ the sequenced data, similar to universal compression,without any modeling assumptions. Further analysis and applications of the algo-rithms will be presented elsewhere [EFT97].Let � be a �nite alphabet and let P and Q denote two ergodic Markov pro-cesses over � of orders KP and KQ, respectively. By De�nition 1, the �-mixturesource S� of P and Q is S� = argminS0 DKL(P jjS0) + (1� �)DKL(QjjS0) ; whereDKL(P jjS) = lim supn!1 limsup 1nPx2�n P (x) log P (x)S(x) : The following theoremidenti�es the mutual source of P and Q.Theorem 3 The unique �-mixture mutual source S� of P and Q, of order K =maxfKP ;KQg, is given by the following conditional distribution. For each s 2�K ; a 2 �,S�(ajs) = �P (s)�P (s) + (1� �)Q(s)P (ajs) + (1� �)Q(s)�P (s) + (1� �)Q(s)Q(ajs)This can be naturally generalized to n sources with priors �1; : : : ; �n.3.1 The \source merging" algorithmFigure 1 describe a randomized algorithm that generates, based on the given se-quences x and y, an approximate typical sequence z of the most likelymutual source,without any knowledge of P and Q.Notice that the algorithm is completely unparameterized, it does not even need toknow the alphabets of the sources, which may di�er. The algorithm is naturallygeneralized to any number n of sequences.3.2 Application 1: Generation and SynthesisAn immediate application of the source merging algorithm is for generation of typ-ical sequences of the mutual source from some given data sequences, without anyaccess to the mutual source itself or to an explicit model of the source. In the casethat the underlying sources of x and y are di�erent the algorithm \synthesizes" themost likely mutual source.To illustrate this point consider the sequence in Figure 3.2. This sequence wasrandomly generated, character by character, from two natural excerpts: a 47,655-character string from Dickens' Tale of Two Cities, and a 59,097-character stringfrom Twain's The King and the Pauper.



Initialization:� z [0] = choose a symbol from x with probability � or y with probability1� �� i = 0Loop:�Repeat until the approximation error is lower then a prescribe threshold� r = choose x with probability � or y with probability 1� �� zr = maximum length su�x of z appearing somewhere in r� r (zr) = choose one of the occurrences of zr in r (with uniform proba-bility)� z [i+ 1] = the symbol appearing immediately after r (zr) at r� i = i+ 1�End RepeatFigure 1: The most-likely mutual source algorithmDo your way to her breast, and sent a treason's sword- and not empty."I am particularly and when the stepped of his own commits place. No; yes,of course, and he passed behind that by turns ascended upon him, and my boneto touch it, less to say: 'Remove thought, every one! Guards! In miness?"The books third time. There was but pastened her unave misg his ruined headthan they had known to keep his saw whether think" The feet our grace hecalled offer information? [Twickens, 1997]Figure 2: An excerpt from random text generated from Dickens and Twain samplesequences.3.3 Application 2: Agnostic sequence clusteringThe mutual source algorithm, combined with the new similarity measure, providesthe means to cluster, or hierarchically classify, data sequences. Using known esti-mation methods of the KL-divergence [ZM93, BE97] we can estimate D� betweenany two sequences and then employ any clustering method to generate a classi�-cation tree. Notice that unlike many other string-matching techniques, no explicitassumption or model is made for the sequences, nor any \external metric" is used.To illustrate the power of our new sequence clustering method we give the resultof a rudimentary linguistic experiment using a greedy bottom-up (conglomerative)clustering of short excerpts from twelve languages. For each of the twelve languageswe took two 1500-character strings (from di�erent sources) and applied the bottom-up greedy clustering on this input. The clustering result, is presented in Figure 3,which does not show the entire bottom level. This entirely un-supervised algorithmclearly revels the familiar philologic tree of these European languages, as well ascan be hoped for from such short segments.AcknowledgmentsWe thank Ran Bachrach for helpful discussions. We also thank Sageev Oore formany useful comments.
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4 Appendix: The clustering algorithmA sketch of the sequence clustering algorithm is presented at Figure 4.Input: S array of sequencesOutput: T the clustering tree of the SInitialization:� P = construct array of all di�erent pairs of sequences� For every pair Pi in P de�ne1. Pi ! S1 and Pi ! S2 are respectively the ingredient sequences ofthe pair2. Pi ! Sms = Mutal Source Algorithm (Pi ! S1; Pi ! S2)3. Pi !D = D (Pi ! S1; Pi ! S2)� Insert all pairs in P into a heap H according to their distances Pi !DLoop:� While H is not empty do{ If H contain only one pair Plast{ Then� make Plast the root of T{ Else� get Pl the pair with the lowest distance D� Snew = Pl ! Sms� delete fromH all pairs which contain either Pl ! S1 or Pl ! S2� make Pl ! S1 and Pl ! S2 children of Snew in T (Snew has noparent yet)� delete Pl ! S1 and Pl ! S2 from S� For every sequence Si in S do� construct new pair based on Si and Snew and insert to H� insert Snew to S� End WhileFigure 4: The sequence clustering algorithm


